
Middle Frontend Developer Bohdan
Experienced Front-end developer with strong technical skills. Experience in
automation and computer-integrated technologies.
A professional who tends to build high-quality products and enlarge and share
knowledge. In work oriented on framework-based development,
I prefer to work with React, NestJs, Strapi CMS, GraphQL, CSS/SCSS/PCSSS, and
with tools based on its components.

EXPERIENCE

Perfsol
Front End Developer
October 2021 - now

I’m working on the Audio steaming project as a part of a dedicated team
from the Perfsol side. I took the project almost from scratch and released
and successfully made a couple of releases. We are currently building new
features that help the product grow faster.
Responsible for:

● Creating design system from scratch using styling components
● Nest.js API integration
● Code review and mentorship junior developer
● Setup CI

Nifi club
Middle Frontend developer
August 2020 - October 2021

I had successfully rewritten the NEXT.ts app with API REST architecture to
GraphQL with the Apollo client on this project.

I'm a self-adapted person, so I learned a project structure, and it allowed
me to understand how everything works, so I had been reviewing each
dev’s merge request form to avoid missing anything from old logic. Also,
my knowledge of old project structures gives me an understanding of how
we need to rebuild project structure for best performance, so I used react
hooks like useCallback and useMemo and other technologies and
mechanisms for optimizing our production build. Also, I created a
responsive layout for this site. I made a custom React hook for this task
that gives me window dimensions on each window resizing, so my
responsive design was for each viewport width. This helped to save time in
creating layouts for laptops and Ipads.

Viber for Business
Junior - Middle Frontend developer
August 2019 - August 2020

I had a chance to mentor other devs on this project because I had created
this Next.ts and StrapiCMS project from scratch. As a mentor, I learned the
skills of each dev of my team to give them tasks that would be completed
before the deadline. Of course, I had a development part too. I solved issues
with connecting tools for advertising, cookies, banners, forms collection,
site management, etc. Also, SEO optimization was a part of full site

SKILLS

React.js, NextJs, Strapi CMS,
TypeScript, Styled
components, JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, git, CI/CD

LANGUAGES

English (Upper-intermediate)
Ukrainian (Native)

CERTIFICATIONS

English: SoftServe | My career
Series: RO, Number: 2718/2020.

https://career.softserveinc.com/en-%20us/certification/verification


performance. So I had close contact with SEO guys from Viber! This helped
to save time in creating layouts for laptops and Ipads.

Be-addy
Junior Frontend developer

January 2019 - October 2019

Stack: HTML/CSS JS React

I was developing an advertising management system for LinkedIn,
Facebook, and Google in one place(this project is called BE-ADDY)! I
learned how to build simple controllers and services for the backend side
with Nest.ts on this project. Also, on the front end side with React.ts, I
created a robust system and learned how to work with LinkedIn, Facebook,
and  Google API. I worked with o�cial docs for this service's API and
collected everything together in one application.

EDUCATION

Lviv Polytechnic National University.
Bachelor’s Degree, September 2015 - 2018, Lviv, Ukraine

Continued learning of automation and computer-integrated technologies.


